IT’S MORE THAN THE TRIP
As travel returns, we’re here to keep the dream alive.
These postcards from seven continents are meant to remind you of all the
joys a journey brings, whether you’re planning future getaways,
out exploring the world, or remembering adventures past.

Dream Looking forward to a trip is half the fun. Plotting where to go and working with
a Virtuoso advisor to craft a just-for-you experience is a master class in anticipation.
Experience Connecting with new places, new people, and loved ones enriches your world.
Remember While material possessions come and go, travel memories grow richer with
each passing year.
May this issue of Virtuoso Traveler deliver happiness and inspiration – and remind you of
all the reasons you love to travel. When you’re ready to explore again, Virtuoso advisors
are here to help you navigate your choices and connect you with meaningful experiences.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

1990

2020

THIRTY YEARS.
ONE FAMILY.
TOGETHER AGAIN, SOON.
Crystal, Virtuoso, and you. Three decades of partnership growing ever deeper.
Still — it’s not the number of years that makes an anniversary special.
It’s the number of wonderful people we have been
privileged to meet and serve. This is your anniversary as much as ours.
Our thoughts and wishes for good health go out to all of our
Crystal family and to all those in the world. We wish we could be together now,
but we will be back together, soon.

W H E R E L U X U R Y I S P E R S O N A L™

Share a story or photo of your favorite #CrystalFamily experience — made possible by Virtuoso Travel Advisors.

“MY
FAVORITE
TRAVEL
MEMORY IS …”
“Snorkeling in
Saint Croix’s Buck
Island Reef National
Monument. Its aquablue waters, branching
elkhorn corals, and
underwater trail were
breathtaking.”
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“Visiting Kenya with
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Our first safari there
was so life-changing,
we returned ten
years later to relive
the experience.”
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“Touring Italy’s
Cinque Terre by
boat with my
brother and
his girlfriend.”

A World of Opportunity

T

he word “opportunity” derives from
ob portum veniens, a Latin phrase
that means “coming toward port.”
As a travel editor, it’s a word I love, because it conjures the feeling of arriving
in a new destination filled with hopeful
anticipation for what can follow.
The word feels especially powerful right
now. The coronavirus has turned everything upside down, but it’s also given
the world a chance to pause, reflect, and
ponder our future. On a professional
level, the crisis offered our editorial team
time to think about past trips that transformed our lives, consider how we’d like
to travel moving forward (with sustainability, for instance, at the forefront), and
connect with our community of Virtuoso

travelers, advisors, and providers. In doing so, the opportunity arose to create
this special digital edition of Virtuoso
Traveler, filled with uplifting postcards
from across the planet.
We hope this issue inspires you to keep
dreaming about future journeys and
share your own memories on our social
channels using #VirtuosoTravel. We will
travel again. For now, here’s a look at
some of our favorite places – both where
we’ve been and where we’re headed
next. See you there.

JOEL CENTANO
Editor, Virtuoso Traveler
jcentano@virtuoso.com

OUR POSTCARDS
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MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
Elaine Srnka
Vice President, Content

MOUNT KENYA, KENYA
Joel Centano
Editor

MACHU PICCHU, PERU
Veronica Rosalez
Senior Designer

“One of my favorite memories from
a trip down under was visiting
Brighton Beach, where Victorian-era
bathing boxes dot the shoreline.”

“Everything about my first trip to
Africa felt larger than life, including
meeting grey crowned cranes at the
Mount Kenya Wildlife Conservancy.”

“I was so awestruck by the view of
Machu Picchu that, while snapping
away on my camera, I almost didn’t
notice a friendly llama had joined me.”

VIRTUOSO
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In Town, On the Water
& Over The Top

Discover the All-New Fully Transformed
Iconic Harbor View Hotel

LOCATED IN MARTHA’S VINEYARD
An Island Oasis Just 7 Miles Off The Coast of Massachusetts

E XT R A OR D I N AR Y W O RLDS

Intimate Ships | All Ocean-front Suites | Curated Voyages | Award-winning Cuisine | All-Inclusive Luxury
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Our world of wonder,
from Antarctica’s underwater realm
to the peaks of Nepal.

M

eeting a longtime pen pal in
Kenya. Connecting with local artists in Colombia. Floating worryfree by an overwater bungalow in Bora
Bora. While the world took a collective
time-out, we were able to reflect on past
trips and all that we love and miss about
travel. The result: this inspiring collection
of photos, memories, and insights from
Virtuoso’s editorial staff and our community of travelers, advisors, and providers. Here’s to our favorite places and the
people who make them special – and to
all those new destinations we’re dreaming of visiting soon.
JUNE
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FEZ, MOROCCO
“From zellige mosaic
tiles to iconic Moorish
arches, Morocco offers
a visual feast of wowworthy architecture,” says
Virtuoso assistant editor
Samantha Falewée. When
you visit, she adds, “a
traditional hammam spa
treatment is a must.”

NAIROBI, KENYA

Giving Back

Virtuoso content VP Elaine Srnka
builds a lasting connection.

(FEZ) ADAM SMIGIELSKI/GETTY IMAGES

F

or my family’s trip to Kenya,
we selected Micato Safaris
partly because of its One for
One commitment: For every safari
it sells, the company sends a child
to school. Micato guests can also
match adventures in the Maasai
Mara and other reserves with visits to Nairobi’s Mukuru slum, home
to 500,000 people, as well as the
company’s nonprofit community
center, an optimistic contrast to the
bleak conditions surrounding it.
There, we got to meet Peter,
whose education our family sponsors through Micato-AmericaShare,
which helps orphaned and vulnerable children. Peter and our kids
have been pen pals for years, and
even though their circumstances
differ immensely, they’ve connected through their shared interests
and dreams.
JUNE
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AFRICA

Creature Feature

African safaris take wildlife photography to another level,
as evidenced by these pics from Virtuoso travel advisors.

VOLCANOES
NATIONAL PARK,
RWANDA
“98 Percent”
Michael Distler

SERENGETI
NATIONAL PARK,
TANZANIA

“The Lion King”
Andrea González
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KRUGER
NATIONAL PARK,
SOUTH AFRICA

“Stars and
Leopard at
Kruger”
Sascha Zirfass

AMBOSELI
NATIONAL PARK,
KENYA

“The Elephant
Family Walking”
Tony Zhao
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AFRICA

Cape Town calling.

CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

With a confluence of cultural, cosmopolitan, and natural draws,
Cape Town provides a perfect starting point for any South African excursion.
Ascend to the
top of Table Mountain in a rotating
cable car for panoramas of
the City Bowl, Table Bay,
and nearby Robben Island,
former prison site of Nelson
Mandela. Stroll the BoKaap neighborhood, whose
WHEN
YOU
GO
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cobblestoned streets wend
past spice shops, historic
mosques, and a kaleidoscope of pastel-painted
houses. See some 7,000
species of indigenous
plants thriving at the Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden. Stay at one

of eight centrally located
Cape Town properties
in the Virtuoso network,
including The Silo Hotel,
which occupies six floors of
a historic grain-silo complex that also houses the
Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa.

(CAPE TOWN) DELPIXART/GETTY IMAGES, (WINELANDS) MLENNY/
GETTY IMAGES, (ETHIOPIA) HOMOCOSMICOS/GETTY IMAGES

Mother City Musts

CAPE WINELANDS, SOUTH AFRICA

Cheers to That

The Cape Winelands region is “every bit as beautiful as
Napa Valley, but with monkeys!” says Virtuoso advisor
and certified sommelier Myrna Arroyo. South Africa’s
wine industry, she adds, has emerged as a world leader
of ethical and environmentally focused trading practices,
evidenced by the Integrity & Sustainability certification
that adorns nearly every exported bottle.

LUXOR, EGYPT

Sun Salutation
“Watching the sun come up over the
Nile from a hot-air balloon was a magical
experience,” says traveler Lilian Arjona.
“The colors of the sky reflected on the
famous river that gives life to 11 countries
in Africa.” On her Holy Land pilgrimage,
Arjona, who traveled with her mother,
two aunts, and cousin, also visited Jerusalem’s Church of the Holy Sepulchre
and the lost city of Petra in Jordan. To
plan such a complex itinerary, she turned
to her advisor, Jorge Escaroz. “Jorge was
an absolute expert,” she notes, “and his
enthusiasm for arranging everything was
a great plus for our experience abroad.”

Lalibela’s
Church of
Saint George.

WHERE NEXT?
ETHIOPIA

“Ethiopia is an emerging destination
that’s full of natural wonders and
cultural treasures (including nine
World Heritage sites),” says Virtuoso advisor Claudia Rossi Hudson.
“And it has a fascinating history –
the skeletal remains of the earliest
hominids were discovered there.”
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THE WHITE
CONTINENT
“It’s hard to describe
the feeling of being
so disconnected from
everyday life while being
so completely connected
with nature and your
surroundings,” says
Virtuoso travel advisor
Natasha Rhodes. “It’s
like the rest of the world
ceases to exist.”

Slow Travel

Traveler contributor Kim Brown
Seely experiences the seventh
continent on its own time.

T

wo days into my trip, I lay
in my berth (as many did
during the Drake Passage crossing), cruising past
chunks of ice. The ship’s steel
hull crunched steadily through
frozen floes, making a satisfying
sound; light from the crystalline air outside filtered in. There
was something hypnotic about
the aquamarine landscape as
we moved through it. I shut my
eyes. Icebergs sailed silent as
cathedrals, then faded. A lone
wandering albatross soared
through my mind. I noticed
things: the sway of the ship,
the timeless feeling. My cabin
was at the ship’s stern, with a
single bed tucked beneath two
windows. And I felt – hiding out
there, my body a cloud drifting
along – that floating in blissful
solitude was perhaps the happiest I’d been in a long time.
Why do so many of us yearn to
leave the shore? Somewhere in
all those miles of water and sky
and vastness, time feels different. It’s easy, in these globalized
days, to rush from one place to
another. It’s harder to quell our
passion for movement and contemplate that motion. At least it
is for me. But slowing down to
drift, if we’re lucky, we feel the
healing immensity of the world.
JUNE
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ANTARCTICA

SOUTH GEORGIA ISLAND

Along the Way
“When you’re planning a visit to
Antarctica,” says traveler Morton Katz, “make sure to opt for
a longer voyage that includes
South Georgia Island,” which
lies halfway between Argentina’s southern tip and the White
Continent’s northwest coast.
“Our Zodiac landed at dawn
on the shore of Saint Andrews
Bay, where we were treated
to the awesome sight of some
100,000 king penguins and
their downy chicks,” he says.

Paul North: Undersea Specialist

Cruising with Lindblad Expeditions,
Paul North spends six months a
year in cold climates from the Arctic to Antarctica, delving into frigid
seas while capturing stunning photos and videos to share with guests
during onboard presentations. His
top tip for making the most of an
Antarctic voyage? “There will always be something to learn or do,
on what is essentially a seagoing
seminar,” he says. “But to maximize
the experience, find the moments
that are your own. Nature is our
greatest teacher, so find the time to
appreciate it, either in silence, with
a loved one, or at the bar as tabular
icebergs sail past the window.”
20 V I R T U O S O
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Sea creatures:
An amphipod
rides a jellyfish
and (inset)
Paul North.

(AMPHIPOD) PAUL NORTH, (PAUL NORTH) RALPH LEE HOPKINS

Person of Interest

SM

Experience the Expertise that Sets Us Apart
Join us on a voyage led by an award-winning Expedition Team comprised of real-life
explorers, adventurers and famed experts. Every cruise we lead is exclusively chartered on
luxurious, eco-friendly ships with a guest capacity of just 199, allowing us to
offer all-balcony accommodations and all-inclusive amenities available only through A&K.

©2020 Abercrombie & Kent, USA, LLC CST #2007274-20

From Australia to Antarctica and beyond, we take you to the world’s
most inspiring destinations in unmatched authenticity and style.

Introducing our 2021–22 Luxury Expedition Cruises
Antarctica | Arctic | Iceland, Faroe Islands & Norway
Australia | Baltic Sea | Greece | Japan
The Northeast Passage: A 30th Anniversary Celebration Cruise with Geoffrey Kent

To learn more, please contact
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

ANTARCTICA

Packing List

Adjust settings
without exposing
your hands to the elements with Freehands
softshell photography
gloves. Magnets hold
down the flip-back
index finger and
thumb caps, while the
fleece lining keeps
the rest of your digits
toasty. $29.

Protect against harmful UV rays in style
with performance
Adelaides from Julbo.
In five colors. $100.
For Antarctica, “the
secret is to layer,” advisor David Lauwers
says. “Thermal underwear and waterproof
pants are essential.”
Stay dry on shore and
during Zodiac landings with Patagonia’s
breathable – and
Fair Trade Certifiedsewn – Torrentshell 3L
pants. $119.

Polarized sunglasses subdue sunlight
blazing on Antarctica’s ice and snow.

What to Watch Created by Silverback Films in collaboration with the World
Wildlife Fund, Netflix’s Our Planet reveals how climate change is altering earth’s
fragile ecosystems, including Antarctica and South Georgia Island. More importantly, the eight-part series highlights how we can help save them.

22 V I R T U O S O
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(OUR PLANET) SOPHIE LANFEAR/SILVERBACK/NETFLIX

“A wide-angle lens
can help you capture
an entire glacier,” says
Virtuoso advisor Lindsay Ames. One wise
pick for budding shutterbugs: Pair the Nikon
D3500 ($400) with
an AF Zoom-Nikkor
24-85mm f/2.8-4D IF
multipurpose zoom
lens ($745).

YOUR
DREAMS
ARE JUST AROUND THE BEND
Where will you go when the time is right? What will you do? Who will you invite on
your journey? Have you made your “Plan See?”
Perhaps you will drift down the Danube to discover fairytale castles and storybook
settings or meander cobblestone paths of medieval villages along the Moselle?
Maybe you will raise your sights—and glasses—higher on the Rhine River where
Rieslings flow or travel off-the-beaten path to untouched, tradition-rich sites along
the magical Mekong?
As part of our path forward to welcoming you back onboard our ships, we have
initiated a new Avalon Assurance program. With help from our Global Health &
Safety team, we have updated protocols and procedures to safeguard the health and
happiness of our guests throughout their river cruise vacation.
Until the joyous day comes when we can travel again, dream on! We certainly are.

So chill: Studying
ice formations
from a Zodiac.

Going Green on the
White Continent
How to tread lightly in Antarctica.

P

eople are drawn to
doing good wherever
they travel, so we
point our clients toward

24 V I R T U O S O
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responsible travel providers who are committed to
giving back,” says Virtuoso advisor Erin Green.

On its range of Antarctic voyages, Lindblad
Expeditions uses produce
grown on family farms in
the Falkland Islands, encourages citizen science
through photographing
flora and fauna, and serves
as a platform for filmmaker
James Balog’s Extreme Ice
Survey, which uses timelapse cameras in remote
locations to document the
effects of climate change
on glaciers.
For more than 13 years,
Abercrombie & Kent has
supported the Palmer
Station, a U.S. research
outpost, by delivering
equipment such as electronic tags for penguin
tracking and webcams for
its rookeries. On a January 2021 sailing, guests can
cruise with leading polar
researcher Dr. James McClintock to learn about
the science of climate
change and join him on
a behind-the-scenes visit
to the station.
Silversea’s Silver Cloud
features a number of
eco-initiatives, such as a
high-tech reverse-osmosis
plant and food digesters to
minimize waste. Its team of
more than 20 expedition
experts – including marine
biologists, ornithologists,
and geologists – join guests
for Zodiac excursions,
kayaking, and hikes ashore.

(ZODIAC) RALPH LEE HOPKINS

ANTARCTICA

WHAT’S NEXT?
New ships for sustainable sailings.
• Crystal Cruises’ soon-tolaunch Crystal Endeavor
features eco-friendly waterfiltration systems to replace
bottled water, advanced
underwater sonar technology to detect – and avoid –
sea life far in advance,
and an electric-powered
private submersible for
deep-water exploration.

• Hurtigruten’s hybrid-electricpowered Fridtjof Nansen, set

to launch this fall, will join sister ship Roald Amundsen in
employing battery propulsion
to reduce fuel emissions and
minimize its carbon footprint.

Ernest Shackleton’s death,
its 20-day South Georgia
and Antarctic Peninsula sailing in December 2021 will
celebrate the legacy of the
legendary explorer.

• Debuting in May 2021,
Quark Expeditions’ Ultramarine is designed for low
environmental impact, while
quick-deploy Zodiacs promise fast access to oceanlevel encounters. Coinciding
with the centenary of Sir

• When it launches in
spring 2021, Ponant’s Le
Commandant-Charcot will
be the world’s first luxury
hybrid-electric polar-exploration ship powered by
liquefied natural gas.

An artist’s rendering of
the soon-to-launch
Crystal Endeavor.
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SINGAPORE
“Singapore is the epitome
of a twenty-first-century
destination,” says Virtuoso
travel advisor Amiel
Lindenbaum. His Lion City
picks include Gardens
by the Bay, Singapore
Botanic Gardens, and a
stay at Andaz Singapore
to admire the city from its
rooftop pool.

King of the
hills: The
Great Wall
of China.

BEIJING, CHINA

Great Workout
Getting enough exercise is essential to renewing your energy
while traveling. For Beijing visitors, Virtuoso advisor Suzanne
Bouldoukian suggests skipping
the hotel elliptical for outdoor
activities such as hiking a section
of the Great Wall, then taking a
toboggan ride down the mountain. Tai chi lessons in a park near
the Temple of Heaven also top
her list. “You’ll definitely feel a
true sense of place.” At The Peninsula Beijing, guests can indulge
in a Vital Qi treatment, she adds,
that “fuses traditional Chinese
therapies to balance one’s energy flow, or chi, thereby restoring vitality and vigor to the body,
mind, and spirit.”
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ASIA

BALI

The Picture
of Beauty

Traveler editor Joel Centano
brings Bali’s aesthetic side
into focus.

I

f deities were drawn to
earth, it’s likely they’d vacation on Bali. But with
its dramatic volcanic peaks,
ancient Hindu temples,
and intensely emerald rice
fields, Indonesia’s “Island
of the Gods” is also heaven
for photographers. Virtuoso advisor Varya Simpson
concurs: “In even the smallest corners of every village,
you’ll find a visual feast
of striking scenery, along
with the open faces of the
friendly people who define this small island.” I was
fortunate to experience
both during a weeklong
visit centered in beachside
Nusa Dua and Bali’s cultural and spiritual center of
Ubud. When you go: Bring
your best camera, but be
warned – your biggest challenge will be winnowing
down the number of your
favorite photos.

28 V I R T U O S O
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JOEL CENTANO

Clockwise from top left: Vibrant rice fields at Ubud’s
Mandapa, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve; Uluwatu Temple’s
seaside setting; an Ubud road trip via Mandapa’s
classic VW 181; the most important meal of the day
is also the most blissful at The Ritz-Carlton, Bali in
Nusa Dua; and Penglipuran Village, a popular tourist
destination whose residents still maintain traditional
ways of life.
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Overwater freestyle
at Four Seasons
Resort Maldives at
Landaa Giraavaru.

MALDIVES

Water World

T

here’s no place quite
like the Maldives,”
says Virtuoso advisor Sarah Lee. Located in
the Indian Ocean some
600 miles southwest of Sri
Lanka, the string of nearly
1,200 coral islands is a utopia for divers, surfers, and
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anyone seeking the sense
of “being on an island by
yourself, with nothing and
no one else around you.”
Given its fragile ecosystem,
Lee encourages travelers to
stay at one of the Maldives’
eco-minded resorts. Six
Senses Laamu, for instance,

works to track and conserve local wildlife species,
including manta rays and
sea turtles. At Four Seasons
Resort Maldives at Landaa
Giraavaru, kids as young as
8 can participate in conservation activities with onsite marine biologists.

(TOKYO) TAWATCHAI1990/ADOBE STOCK

This remote island nation excels in alone time and aqua adventures.

POKHARA, NEPAL

To Great Heights
For our annual photo contest, we ask for pictures
showcasing real travelers, and Raut Ronish Baburam –
2019’s first-place winner – delivered in spectacular
fashion. Of his photo, titled “Towards Mountain,” he
says: “Hiking to Nepal’s Annapurna Base Camp at
13,549 feet was one of the toughest trails I’ve experienced. This picture will be a lifelong memory.”

DELHI, INDIA

Hands On
Nancy Kimbrough calls
this shot, one of our favorite submissions from last
year’s travel-advisor photo
contest, “Quiet Grace.”
Says the advisor: “This
beautiful woman didn’t
want me to photograph her
face, but when I asked if I
could take a picture of her
hands, I received a blinding
smile and a graceful pose.”

WHERE
NEXT?
TOKYO, JAPAN

We’re eagerly awaiting the return of the
Summer Olympics
in July 2021, along
with the opening of
The Tokyo Edition,
Toranomon, later
this year. Featuring
interior designs by
celebrated Japanese
architect Kengo
Kuma – who also
designed Tokyo’s
new National Stadium – the hotel
is within walking
distance of the restaurants and shops
of the Roppongi
district and close to
attractions such as
the Tokyo Tower and
Kabukiza Theatre.
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Green dream:
Daintree
National Park.

AUSTRALIA

Good Going
Do right down under.

(GREAT BARRIER REEF) EDWARD HAYLAN/GETTY IMAGES,
(DAINTREE NATIONAL PARK) FILEDIMAGE/GETTY IMAGES

C
GREAT BARRIER REEF,
AUSTRALIA
“For divers and snorkelers, the
world’s largest and longest
coral reef system is underwater heaven,” says Traveler
contributor Kimberley Lovato.
“The fragile system spans more
than 1,400 miles and teems
with marine life, including sea
turtles, giant clams, manta rays,
and clown fish.”

ommitted to carbon-neutral
trips, Natural Habitat Adventures hosted the world’s first
zero-waste adventure last July, during a weeklong tour in Yellowstone
Country. Partnering with the World
Wildlife Fund, the company also offers small-group tours focused on
responsible exploration of remote
Australian regions. Its northern trip
includes snorkeling Lady Elliot Island
in the Great Barrier Reef and going
walkabout with an Aboriginal guide
in Daintree National Park. On its
southern itinerary, travelers visit six
national parks in the coastal regions.
Nocturnal excursions in Tasmania seek Tasmanian devils, and, on
Kangaroo Island, guests stay at an
eco-friendly resort where wild roos
wander the grounds.
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The Tongariro Alpine
Crossing tops our list
for day treks on the
North Island.

NEW ZEALAND

Starring Role

A

nyone suffering from
the winter doldrums
should consider the
fact that, rather than wait
for spring to come to you,
you can go to it. It’s worth
the 13-hour flight to find
yourself suddenly basking
in antipodean sunshine
and enjoying lunch on the
lawn of a historic lodge.
Or casting with a fly rod,
hip-deep in a gin-clear
stream. Or wandering
along a deserted beach
with a Maori elder.
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New Zealand, which
many travelers unfortunately tack onto an Australian
holiday, is too rich to be a
side dish – or even a single
meal. Aside from its considerable attractions (sumptuous lodges, glassy sounds
where pods of dolphins
break through the reflections of jagged mountains,
hillsides dotted with fluffy
white sheep, feasts of fresh
local bounty paired with
inimitable wines), the country offers travelers a certain

ease that is hard to come
by in many destinations.
Traffic jams usually consist
of nothing more than a few
cars piled up behind an
overloaded pickup truck.
The people are genuinely
friendly, the exchange rate
favorable, and domestic
air travel a breeze. New
Zealand has no poisonous
animals, a mild climate, and
skies a color of blue that’s
likely not been seen in most
American cities since the
Lincoln administration.

(NORTH ISLAND) HUAFIRES/GETTY IMAGES,
(FIJI) KOKOMO PRIVATE ISLAND FIJI

Eight days on the North Island made it clear to Virtuoso managing editor Marika Cain:
For Southern Hemisphere adventure, New Zealand is no understudy.

AUSTRALIA

Coral restoration
in action.

LAKE TEKAPO, NEW ZEALAND

Flower Power

“My daughter took this
photo of me amid the
beautiful lupines that surround Lake Tekapo,” says
traveler Nancy Lessnick.
While touring New Zealand’s South Island, Lessnick’s family also hiked
Mount Cook and explored
Milford Sound by boat and
plane. Their travel advisor, Anchulee Carranza,
partnered with Virtuoso
on-site connection Southern World New Zealand to
craft the adventure. “I love
working with Anchulee,”
says Lessnick, “because
she has access to VIP perks
and private tours. In addition, she’s always available
with any help I need during
our trips.”

FIJI

Paradise, Please
“The Fijian people are so warm and welcoming; their infectious happiness and songs fill
your heart,” says Virtuoso travel advisor Shaun
Schisler. At Kokomo Private Island Fiji (scheduled to reopen in August), he adds, “ask the
resort staff to arrange a visit to a local village
on the nearby island of Dravuni, where you can
meet some of the adorable schoolchildren.”
Young travelers participating in Kokomo’s kids’
club can learn about coral-reef conservation
and participate in coral-planting activities.
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AUSTRALIA

Walk this way:
Melbourne’s Royal
Botanic Gardens.

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

Keys to the City

Insiders’ picks for perusing Victoria’s vibrant capital.

GET OUTSIDE: “You’ll be in awe at the
Royal Botanic Gardens, which are surrounded by a 2.5-mile running track affectionately known as ‘the Tan,’ ” notes Shaun D’Cruz,
executive general manager for Crown
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Hotels Melbourne. “Rain, hail, or shine, you’ll
always find runners, joggers, and walkers
enjoying the heart of Melbourne.”
PERFECT DAY TRIP: “The Mornington
Peninsula is a true playground for Melburnians,” says Stuart Rigg, the director
of Virtuoso on-site connection Southern
Crossings Australia. “Just an hour from
the city center, it offers great food and
fine wines, local art galleries and markets,
natural hot springs and spas, championship golf courses, pretty seaside villages,
and picturesque beaches.”

YMGERMAN/GETTY IMAGES

WORTH THE HYPE: “It’s hard to beat
taking a tour of Melbourne’s laneways
and arcades,” says The Lyall Hotel and
Spa’s hotelier, Rowina Thomas. “So much
of the fabric of the city is found behind
these anonymous doorways, where artistry and cottage industry have helped
shape our identity.”

THE HIGHEST RATED RIVER CRUISE SHIPS

Voted Best
River Cruise Line
By Virtuoso Advisors

EIGHT-TIME WINNER, BEST RIVER CRUISE LINE
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
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SECRETS OF EGYPT & THE NILE
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For More Information,
See Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

Nile

From the Great Pyramids to exclusive access to the glorious Tomb of
Queen Nefertari, be treated to a connoisseur’s discovery of Egypt as only
AmaWaterways can provide. Your unparalleled 11-night Nile River cruise
and land adventure includes elegantly appointed suites aboard the intimate,
newly designed AmaDahlia and at Cairo’s 5-star Four Seasons at The First
Residence. Throughout your journey, indulge in exquisite cuisine and be
treated to the extraordinary service Virtuoso guests have come to love.

syria

MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

SAUDI ARAB
RED SEA

AUSTRALIA

Overwater bliss at
The St. Regis Bora
Bora Resort.

WHERE
NEXT?
“I’d love to get
back to Margaret
River, about three
hours south of
Perth in Western
Australia,” says Virtuoso senior editor
Justin Paul. “It’s
got a great laidback, small-town
vibe; wild, wideopen spaces and
beaches with excellent surf breaks;
and some of the
country’s top wineries – all without
the crowds you’ll
find at favorite east
coast beach towns
such as Byron Bay
and Noosa.”

BORA BORA

Float On
“A session in the South Pacific sets the standard for
relaxation,” says Virtuoso digital content manager Amy
Cassell, whose wow moments include watching the sun
slip behind Mount Otemanu while floating beside her
overwater bungalow at The St. Regis Bora Bora Resort.
“Doing nothing all day is what Bora Bora is all about,”
she adds. “Lounge by the pool, maybe amble over to
the beach and grab a stand-up paddleboard, take a nap,
grab some coconut water from the bar, repeat.”
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(BORA BORA) ERIC PINEL/ST. REGIS BORA BORA,
(WESTERN AUSTRALIA) KATHRYN WILLMOTT/GETTY IMAGES
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AMALFI COAST, ITALY
“The Amalfi Coast is all about
the views,” says Virtuoso travel
advisor Adamarie King. “Most
travelers are familiar with the
photos of pretty pastel houses
cascading down the hillside
into the sea, and that’s what
they expect to find. Luckily, it’s
all there for them to discover.”
Speaking of views: Positano’s
clifftop Le Sirenuse hotel
provides “some of the best in
all of the Amalfi Coast,” adds
advisor Kayla Zeigler.
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POSITANO, ITALY

(AMALFI COAST) RUDOLF BALASKO/
GETTY IMAGES

Open-Door Policy
“It was impossible not to be completely captivated by the view from
our balcony,” says traveler Mary
Tolbert of this photo, which her
husband, Spencer, snapped during their stay in Positano. “This was
the last day of our honeymoon,
and I wanted to appreciate every moment.” During their visit to
the Amalfi Coast, the newlyweds
also explored the island of Capri,
walked the Path of the Gods to
Nocelle, and toured historic villas
outside Ravello. Virtuoso advisor
Laura Crafton handled every detail
of their trip. “She has great connections with each hotel and made
us feel like VIPs everywhere we
went,” Tolbert says.
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EUROPE

IRELAND

Emerald Status

Virtuoso art director Korena
Bolding Sinnett offers an intimate
look at Ireland’s craft traditions.

I

Clockwise from top left:
Sonia Reynolds, cofounder
of Dublin’s Stable of Ireland,
home to handmade wool
and linen; a quiet moment
in the Burren; custom-dyed
wool at Lisbeth Mulcahy’s
weaving studio in Dingle;
cheeses from County Cork’s
Macroom Buffalo Mozzarella;
the Dingle Peninsula; and
pottery from Louis Mulcahy.
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(IRELAND) KORENA BOLDING SINNETT,
(EMMA FORD) AB IMAGES SCOTLAND

’ve always been drawn to beautiful things. I’m a designer and
photographer by trade, and I
dabble in painting and knitting,
calligraphy and baking, and other
creative pursuits. So when an opportunity to visit Ireland came up,
I thought, what better way to get
to know the country than through
its creative traditions – and the
creative types keeping them
alive? The well-connected people
at on-site tour company Dream
Escape (they work with Virtuoso
advisors to craft trips in Ireland,
Scotland, England, and Wales) delivered my maker-centric itinerary.
With my guide, I visited Ireland’s
western coast and southern counties, as well as Dublin, meeting
some of the country’s most talented artisans along the way.

PERTHSHIRE, SCOTLAND

Person of
Interest

Emma Ford: Falconer

Emma Ford has flown birds
of prey around the world
for 50 years. “We’re not all
stuffy old men in tweed!”
she says. Ford and her
husband, Steve, founded
The British School of
Falconry, which teaches
guests to handle and fly
Harris’s hawks year-round
at the Gleneagles hotel.
So, what’s it like to have a
hawk grip your arm for the
first time? “As one guest
put it, ‘God must love me
very much to allow me to
experience this.’ ”
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EUROPE

VIENNA, AUSTRIA

In Good Taste

Vienna’s outdoor
Naschmarkt.

Hoteliers’ picks for market meals
and must-taste tortes.

F

or local flair, head to the Naschmarkt, close to Vienna’s city
center,” says Hotel Imperial
general manager Mario Habicher. “A
meeting spot for both young and
old, Vienna’s best-known market is
home to some 120 stands and restaurants, including Viennese, Indian,
Vietnamese, and Italian.”
“Vollpension makes my favorite
pastries in Vienna,” adds Roland
Hamberger, GM at Palais Coburg Residenz. “Their concept is simple: freshly baked cakes and tortes prepared
in an open kitchen by grandmothers
and served in a cozy setting that feels
like your Oma’s (grandmom’s) living
room. People of every age and social class meet to enjoy a gorgeous
homemade pastry, coffee, or perhaps
a glass of Eierlikör (egg liqueur).”

LISBON, PORTUGAL

Local Color
Portugal’s seaside capital is also 2020’s European Green Capital, based on its efforts to fight
climate change, which have led to a 50 percent
citywide reduction in carbon emissions. Electric
bikes comprise two-thirds of its bike-sharing
fleet, enabling cyclists to more easily manage the
hilly city, drenched in color from “its blue river,
red rooftops, and bright-yellow sun,” in the words
of Virtuoso advisor Luís Sousa.
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AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS

Going Dutch

Virtuoso advisor Steve Gulko fell in love with
Amsterdam during a Rhine River voyage with
Viking Cruises. “It’s a must-see city,” he says,
“that’s vibrant and easy to get around, with
more bicycles than any other destination I’ve
visited.” Gulko recommends timing trips between April and mid-May to see the Keukenhof gardens in full bloom, and staying at the
historic Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam. “Have a
cocktail in the Vault Bar, an old bank vault with
the original safe-deposit boxes still behind
the bar.”

Worth falling for:
The Faroes.

WHERE NEXT?
FAROE ISLANDS

(VIENNA) CREATIVEMARC/ADOBE STOCK, (LISBON) SEAN PAVONE/GETTY IMAGES,
(AMSTERDAM) IKA/ADOBE STOCK, (FAROE ISLANDS) EVENFH/ADOBE STOCK

“Europe’s best-kept secret
offers a Nordic alternative
to overcrowding in Iceland,”
says Traveler contributor
Elaine Glusac. There are more
sheep (80,000) than people
(52,000) in the Faroes, she
notes, “making the 18-isle
archipelago between Iceland
and Norway a beacon to solace seekers.”
FRANCE

Reflecting on
Amsterdam.

Opening later this year, Cheval
Blanc Paris is a lavishly restored
art deco masterpiece just steps
from Le Marais and the Louvre. And debuting in 2021 on
the grounds of the Palace of
Versailles, Airelles Château de
Versailles, Le Grand Contrôle
comprises three 1681 buildings
that once served as the offices
of the finance ministry on King
Louis XVI’s opulent estate.
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BANFF NATIONAL PARK, CANADA
Alberta’s premier natural playground, Banff is
Canada’s first and flagship national park, and
part of the Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks
UNESCO World Heritage site. “In any season, its
views will take your breath away,” says Virtuoso
travel advisor Jodi Fox. “Lake Minnewanka and
Johnston Canyon are two of my favorites hikes
and aren’t too strenuous,” adds the advisor, who
recommends staying at the castlelike Fairmont
Banff Springs, located directly in the park.

Land of enchantment:
New Mexico’s White
Sands National Park.

NEW MEXICO, U.S.

(CANADA) ROWAN SIMS/GETTY IMAGES,
(NEW MEXICO) JAREYA NUALTHONG/GETTY IMAGES

Just Dune It
America’s best idea got even
better when White Sands
National Monument was
recently redesignated as
White Sands National Park.
The park protects some 40
percent of the 275-squaremile gypsum dunefield – the
world’s largest – stretching
across New Mexico’s Tularosa
Basin. The new designation is
great news for nature lovers,
says Dan Austin, founder and
CEO of Austin Adventures,
which offers national-park
tours in Canada and the U.S.
Austin calls White Sands,
now the 62nd park in the U.S.
national system, “one of the
greatest wonders on earth,”
and adds, “At a time when
our parks are under constant
scrutiny and challenges, it’s
critical for future generations
to set aside and protect as
much as we can.”
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NORTH AMERICA

SAN DIEGO, U.S.

Me Time

San Diego’s
La Jolla Cove.

Solo travel calls for SoCal’s stellar craft
brews and seaside views, says Traveler
senior designer Veronica Rosalez.

I

n San Diego, I could do whatever
I wanted. I’d just turned 30 and
was on my first-ever solo trip. An
entire vacation was up to my discretion. The first day, I brunched at
a seaside restaurant overlooking
La Jolla Cove, then spent an hour
watching people (and sea lions)
along the beach. I ventured to North
Park, where eclectic shops, thirdwave coffeehouses, and craft breweries make for ideal wandering. My
fellow beer lovers will appreciate the
walkability: There are more than ten
breweries and tasting rooms within
a two-mile radius in North Park
proper. That evening, I sipped my
way through beer flights at venues
from North Park Beer Co. to Modern
Times Flavordome. Solo travel? I’ll
raise a pint to that.

CABO SAN LUCAS, MEXICO

Just Chilling

“I was at utter peace, completely relaxed, staring
out at the ocean,” says traveler Suzanne Prescott
of this photo taken during her family’s off-season
visit to Cabo, where they experienced quiet beaches and an infinity pool all to themselves. Bonus:
Their Virtuoso advisor, Jessica Hart, surprised the
Prescotts throughout their trip with extras such as
a welcome bottle of wine in their hotel’s suite.
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THE CARIBBEAN

Cruise Control
“The Caribbean is such a fantastic destination,” says Virtuoso advisor Jesse Taylor, ticking off a list of reasons why: rain-forest zip
lines, a slew of water activities on beautiful
beaches, and a dynamic culture with historic
towns and UNESCO World Heritage sites.
Cruising is the way to go, he adds: “You can
see and do it all while only having to unpack
once.” For families, Taylor recommends Celebrity Cruises and its Camp at Sea youth program. For adults-only sailings, Virgin Voyages’
new Scarlet Lady features on-demand Champagne and a vinyl-stocked record shop.

The historic
Buffalo Trace
distillery.

KENTUCKY, U.S.

In Good Spirits

(SAN DIEGO) VERONICA ROSALEZ,
(SAINT LUCIA) XTRAVAGANT/ADOBE STOCK

Finer points:
Saint Lucia’s
famous Pitons.

The Bluegrass State is the
birthplace of bourbon,
crafting 95 percent of the
world’s supply, and never
has this most American of
drinks proved to be more
popular than it is today.
“The countryside there is
beautiful,” says Virtuoso
advisor Rosemary Warmenhoven. “Along the scenic roads and easy drives
that wind through Bourbon
Country,” she adds, “you’ll
encounter rich local history and plenty of colorful characters.” Be sure
to visit Franklin County’s
eighteenth-century Buffalo
Trace, a designated National Historic Landmark. “One
step inside,” says Traveler
contributor Steve Jermanok, “and you’re immediately
transported back to the
Industrial Revolution.”
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NORTH AMERICA

Deep in the heart of
Texas: San Antonio’s
spirited River Walk.

SAN ANTONIO, U.S.

South Texas Siren

Head to the Alamo City for culture, cuisine, and art.

A

s singular and vibrant as the embroidery on a Mexican wedding
dress or custom-made cowboy
boots (de rigueur for locals), San Antonio
shines with an ambience all its own,” says
Traveler contributor and Texas resident
Becca Hensley. Visitors find a progressive
city that honors its diversity and multicultural heritage, most notably its rich
Mexican roots – think Tejano music, Day of
the Dead celebrations, and, in the words
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of Virtuoso advisor Peter Herff, “the best
Tex-Mex restaurants in the U.S.”
Explore the restaurants and galleries in the Pearl district, born from
a late-nineteenth-century brewery.
Roam the River Walk, following its pathways that zigzag over bridges and through
alleyways. See The Saga, a video of San
Antonio’s history, projected on the eighteenth-century San Fernando Cathedral.
WHEN
YOU
GO

PORTOBELO, PANAMA

Art and Soul
“Panama’s diverse art scene is a direct reflection of
the country’s multicultural environment,” says Ramón
Zafrani, an architect and contemporary artist from
Panama City. For arts and culture enthusiasts, Virtuoso
advisor Marisa Costa recommends El Otro Lado in
Portobelo, which she calls “a gorgeous, off-the-beaten
path retreat.” The hotel-cum-gallery of local works,
adds Traveler contributor Susan Hanson, “plays an integral role in helping sustain the community’s vibrant,
Afro-Caribbean arts heritage.”

(SAN ANTONIO) SEAN PAVONE/ALAMY,
(NEW YORK CITY) JOVANNIG/ADOBE STOCK

Vibrant
artwork
fills El Otro
Lado’s
Gazebo
bar and
restaurant.

WHERE
NEXT?
NEW YORK CITY, U.S.

“A friend and I recently reminisced about
our past trips to her
home city of New
York, which made me
want to visit again
as soon as possible,”
says Virtuoso design director Melanie
Fowler. “I miss strolling through Central
Park, sampling delicious dumplings at
Joe’s Shanghai in Chinatown, and browsing
indie music stores
and hipster galleries
in Williamsburg. And
there are always new
places to discover,”
she adds, “starting
with the Hudson
Yards complex. My
friend also made me
promise to dine at
Avena – in her opinion, the city’s best
Italian restaurant.”
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MACHU PICCHU, PERU
“Shrouded in mystery – and
often in mist – at 7,972 feet
in the Andes, this sprawling
fifteenth-century Incan
citadel induces awe with its
temples, terraces, and huge
blocks of stone,” says Traveler
contributor Kimberley Lovato.
Count on being wowed, along
with strict visitation rules such
as set entrance times and
mandatory guides to lessen
tourism’s footprint at this
popular pilgrimage site.
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Traditional
weaving.

SACRED VALLEY, PERU

(MACHU PICCHU) FABIO LAMANNA/GETTY IMAGES,
(WEAVING) KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

Deeper Dive
“There’s so much to see in
Peru beyond Machu Picchu,”
says Virtuoso travel advisor
Limor Decter. The UNESCO
World Heritage site amazed
her, but it was the Sacred
Valley’s many lesser-known
treasures that most surprised
Decter during her visit to the
country. “I was fascinated by
the Maras salt mines, created
by the Inca and still used by
Peruvians today,” she says.
At the Centro Textil URPI in
Chinchero, “indigenous women taught us traditional weaving techniques they use to
make colorful textiles.” And at
Cuzco’s Palacio del Inka hotel,
a former colonial palace that
sits across from the ancient
Temple of the Sun, “I enjoyed
unwinding at the Andes Spirit
Spa; the hotel also offers oxygen for those suffering from
altitude sickness.”
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A land iguana
lazes on South
Plaza Island.

GALÁPAGOS ISLANDS, ECUADOR

Natural Selection

Traveler contributor Susan Hanson shows how the
archipelago is leading an evolution in responsible tourism.

T

rekking in the Galápagos is a practice
in mindfulness – you
need to stay hyperalert to
each pace, lest your foot
land on a bird egg or a
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black lava rock that turns
out to be a marine iguana
basking in the sun.
Rigorous governmental
efforts, thankfully, are having a huge impact on the

future of this ecologically
diverse hot spot, located
some 600 miles from
mainland Ecuador. Local
and international organizations further protect the
archipelago by conducting scientific research,
supporting conservation
efforts, and even reintroducing species to islands
where they were previously erased. Yet Virtuoso
advisor Sheila GallantHalloran says it’s equally
incumbent upon travelers
to do their part: “With the
number of visitors quadrupling over the past 20
years, sustainable tourism
is crucial to the archipelago’s survival,” she says.
Fortunately, a number
of Virtuoso partners are
leading the cause. Virtuoso on-site connection
Metropolitan Touring, for
instance, helped draft the
regulatory framework for
eco-friendly travel in the
islands. This summer sees
the launch of Silversea’s
Silver Origin, staffed with
expert Ecuadorian naturalist guides and featuring dynamic positioning
(translation: no anchor
to damage the delicate
seabed). On land, Pikaia
Lodge powers up using
solar panels and keeps
its rooms cool with a
clever cross-ventilation
window design.

(GALÁPAGOS ISLANDS) SL_PHOTOGRAPHY/GETTY IMAGES, (MALBEC) EHSTOCK/GETTY IMAGES,
(CAIPIRINHA) BRENT HOFACKER/GETTY IMAGES, (PISCO SOUR) RYZHKOV/GETTY IMAGES

SOUTH AMERICA

Happy Hours
How to drink like a local.

ARGENTINA

Malbec

SALAR DE UYUNI, BOLIVIA

Living Large

“I’d heard how the expanse of this
salt flat allows you to create illusions,” says traveler Raj Garigipati,
who set up his tripod to capture
himself playing with scale in this
surreal landscape. Garigipati’s
weeklong journey, planned by
Virtuoso advisor Michelle Summerville, also took him to Bolivia’s
spectacular colored lagoons and
Lake Titicaca. “The more time you
spend admiring the country’s unending vistas,” he says, “the more
you realize how majestic nature is.”

distilled from
sugarcane), and
muddled limes
mix to make Brazil’s best-known
drink. Sip. Stroll
Rio’s Ipanema
Beach. Repeat.

Notes of blackberry, plum, and
black cherry star
in Argentina’s
signature wine,
also known for its
smoky finish.
PERU

Pisco Sour

BRAZIL

Caipirinha

Sugar, crushed ice,
cachaça (liquor

Peru’s national
cocktail combines
fresh lime juice,
simple syrup, ice,
egg white, and
Angostura bitters with pisco, a
South American
brandy.

What to Watch The Motorcycle Diaries follows the youthful road trip of Alberto
Granado and Ernesto “Che” Guevara across the South American continent. “I love
this movie,” says Traveler senior designer Veronica Rosalez. “Not only does it give
us a grand tour of South America, but it also serves as a heartfelt reminder of the
transformative power of travel.”
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SOUTH AMERICA

COLOMBIA

Culture Fix

Art and life blur in
Bogotá and Cartagena.
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Guided journeys visit a
variety of locations significant to his life and works,
including a crypt in Sofitel
Legend Santa Clara Cartagena’s El Coro bar that has
ties to Of Love and Other

Demons and Plaza Fernández de Madrid (Park of
the Evangels in Love in the
Time of Cholera), where
protagonist Florentino
Ariza famously pined for
Fermina Daza.

(CARTAGENA) DIEGOGRANDI/GETTY IMAGES,
(BOGOTÁ) DEVASAHAYAM CHANDRA DHAS/
GETTY IMAGES, (PATAGONIA) KETKARN
SAKULTAP/GETTY IMAGES

B

ogotá is now one
of the meccas for
street art in all the
world,” says Crisp, a city
artist whose work often
calls attention to political
injustices and the beauty
of nature. He and other
accomplished creatives,
both local and global,
have converged on Colombia’s capital, transforming its calles into
bold open-air galleries
that lend insight into the
country’s aesthetic and
soul. “Bogotá’s graffiti
scene offers real perspective into the interior of
the city – and into lively
discussions that go beyond any monument or
structure,” adds Ashish
Sanghrajka, president of
Big Five Tours & Expeditions, which takes travelers to local galleries and
cooperatives to meet influential artists, including
grafiteros in the vibrant La
Candelaria district.
In coastal Cartagena, Big
Five guests can also follow
in the footsteps of Colombia native son and Nobel Prize-winning author
Gabriel García Márquez.

WHERE NEXT?
PATAGONIA

Colorful Cartagena
is right out of
the pages of a
Gabriel García
Márquez novel,
and (inset) street
art in Bogotá’s La
Candelaria district.

On December 14, 2020, earth’s
next solar eclipse will transit
southern South America. Its
apex will pass close to Bariloche, Argentina, and Puerto
Montt in Chile. In addition to
the rare solar event, Virtuoso
advisor Julie Jones highlights
the Geminid meteor shower
on December 13 and 14. “Given
the dark skies in Patagonia,
the chances for clear weather
at that time of year, and the
region’s mystical landscape,
it’s sure to be a once-in-a-lifetime experience.”
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We’re here for you.
Travel brings joy in dreaming, the excitement of the experience, 
and a lifetime of memories that g
 row more valuable each day.

Keep dreaming.
We’re ready when you are.

